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0 of 0 review helpful I liked it fairly well By Matthew M Wilbert I liked it fairly well but it is very atypical for a Nero 
Wolfe book in that he spends almost the entire time outside of his house So this book is quite unrepresentative of the 
Nero Wolfe stories in general and possibly it might appeal to a different set of people 0 of 0 review helpful The Wolfe 
is Away from the Fold Deemed one of Stout s All Time Best this mystery is unique in the series in that for the first 
time Nero Wolfe who rarely even leaves his house breaks all precedent by leaving the country to discover the 
murderer of his best friend Post World War II politics are woven into the plot as Wolfe and his assistant Archie 
experience grueling adventures in the mountainous region of Yugoslavia 6 cassettes It is always a treat to hear a Nero 
Wolfe mystery The man has entered our folklore The New York Times Book Los Angeles actor Michael Prichard 
provides a lively rendition of a Nero Wolfe mystery revolving around an eccentri 
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